Low-penetrance genes and their involvement in colorectal cancer susceptibility.
This report focuses on low-penetrance genes that are associated with colorectal adenoma and/or cancer or that are in strong linkage disequilibrium with colorectal adenoma and/or cancer causing variants. A pooled analysis was performed for 30 polymorphisms in 20 different genes that have been reported in more than one colorectal adenoma or cancer study. An association with colorectal cancer was found for seven polymorphisms in seven genes reported in more than one study; no associations were found with colorectal adenoma. Four of the polymorphisms exhibited an increased colorectal cancer risk [GSTT1, NAT2 (phenotype), HRAS1, and ALDH2]. Two others [MTHFR, Tp53 (intron 3)] exhibited a decreased risk. For the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)a polymorphism of the TNF-alpha gene, one allele was associated with an increased risk (a2 allele) and two other TNFa alleles with decreased risks (a5 and a13 allele). No association with colorectal adenoma and/or cancer was detected for 23 other polymorphisms in 15 genes. However, of all 30 polymorphisms, only three pooled analyses had sufficiently large samples to confirm (MTHFR) or to exclude (GSTM1 and NAT2 genotype) the association with a P < 0.0026 and a power of 90%. Eighteen polymorphisms in 15 genes were each described in only one study, all with very small sample sizes. For 11 polymorphisms in 10 of these genes, an association with colorectal adenoma and/or cancer was found. Only simultaneous genotyping and combined analysis of different polymorphisms in large numbers of patients and controls, stratified by ethnicity, gender, and tumor localization and taking relevant dietary and lifestyle habits into account, will make it possible to describe the exact relations between polymorphisms and colorectal cancer susceptibility with an adequate power.